
Year 6 Home packs 

Contents: 

Reading 

SATs paper included as well as three Reading books. 

You must read every day for at least 20 minutes. 

You can choose at least one of the following activities to do: 

- A character profile/fact file       - Story Map/comic strip                   

- Rewrite the blurb       - Design a film poster for the book   

 

Maths 

Arithmetic, Reasoning paper 1 and Reasoning Paper 2 SATs paper 

included. There is also an additional activity pack to be completed.  

 

* I understand that the SATs tests have been cancelled for May and June, but they do 

contain the expected knowledge for all Year 6 pupils to have learnt before secondary 

school. This is why they are being sent home as they will inform us of their abilities and 

their end of year levels. *   

 

English 

Please continue completing your Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling books 

(one page per day as a suggested amount).  

You are also expected to write a story based on the picture provided 

(there is a planning template on the back to help you with this). 

 

Spelling 

Year 6 spelling lists have been included for the children to learn. Choose 

which ones you need to learn (aim for 10 spellings per week). 

 

 



Computing 

As our unit is Python you can complete the two games ‘rock, paper, 

scissors’ and ‘Ghost game if you have access to the internet. You will need 

to use ‘repl.it’, which we have all used in class. 

Select +new repl > select ‘Python’ > select ‘Create new repl’ 

 

Humanities 

You need to create an informative poster or leaflet based on climate 

change and what actions we (as a global community) can do to help this 

cause. 

Suggested starting points:  

- Effects on the Arctic                      - Greta Thunberg       

-  What do other countries do?          - Big and small actions 

 

Science 

Create 3 fact files for Charles Darwin, Mary Anning and Alfred Wallace, 

focussing on their work and Scientific theories (look at the template for 

guidance). 

Write a paragraph after explaining how their contributions link to our 

topic ‘Evolution and Inheritance’ and compare how important their work 

has been to us understanding how living things have changed over time. 

 

R.E. 

There is an activity linked to our key question - ‘Is Christianity still a 

strong religion 2,000 years after Jesus was on Earth?’ – for you to 

complete  

 

Handwriting 

Please complete your handwriting books – neat, joined and on the line. 


